Abstract. There are two major structure theorems for an arbitrary regular semigroup using categories, both due to Nambooripad. The first construction using inductive groupoids departs from the biordered set structure of a given regular semigroup. This approach belongs to the realm of the celebrated Ehresmann-Schein-Nambooripad Theorem and its subsequent generalisations. The second construction is a generalisation of Grillet's work on cross-connected partially ordered sets, arising from the principal ideals of the given semigroup. In this article, we establish a direct equivalence between these two seemingly different constructions. We show how the cross-connection representation of a regular semigroup may be constructed directly from the inductive groupoid of the semigroup, and vice versa.
Background and Overview
In 1970, Munn published a seminal article [47] describing the structure of a fundamental inverse semigroup from its semilattice of idempotents. He showed that every fundamental inverse semigroup can be realised as a certain semigroup of partial bijections of its semilattice of idempotents. Two distinct generalisations of this result to fundamental regular semigroups were established in the 1970s. The first approach initiated by Hall [28] and later refined by Grillet [24] [25] [26] was based on the observation that the ideal structure of a semigroup arises from a crossconnected pair of partially ordered sets. The second approach, closer to Munn's original one, relied on the idempotent structure of the semigroup, and came from a completely isolated source in India. Nambooripad, in his doctoral thesis [48, 49] at the newly founded Department of Mathematics in the University of Kerala, identified (and axiomatised) the structure of the idempotents of a regular semigroup as a regular biordered set and constructed a fundamental regular semigroup as an exact generalisation of Munn's representation.
An equally promising approach to study arbitrary inverse semigroups (not only fundamental ones) was proposed by Schein [64, 65] in 1965, connecting the ideas of Wagner's school of inverse semigroups with Ehresmann's work on ordered groupoids [16, 17] related to pseudogroups. (See [39, Notes on Chapter 4] for a detailed history.) Although initially unaware of these developments, Nambooripad [48, 50] gave a general construction of arbitrary regular semigroups and in addition, he placed it on a proper conceptual framework by describing a category equivalence between the category of inductive groupoids 1 and the category of regular semigroups. Lawson [39] in his book on inverse semigroups gathered the aforementioned results from diverse origins, in the context of inverse semigroups, and named the resulting statement the Ehresmann-Schein-Nambooripad (ESN) Theorem (also see [33] ). Nambooripad's results on regular semigroups were polished in the backdrop of Schein's work and published in 1979 as Memoirs of the American Mathematical Society [52] ; this has remained as one of the most seminal articles on the structure theory of regular semigroups till the present date. It should also be mentioned here that at the same time, a very similar approach using structure mappings was independently initiated by Meakin [42] [43] [44] . As we shall see later, this may be seen as a variant of Nambooripad's initial approach.
In 1978, Nambooripad [51] explored the relationship between the two constructions of fundamental regular semigroups: his biordered set approach and Grillet's cross-connection approach, and showed that they are equivalent, thus completing the following triangle.
Fundamental regular semigroups
Cross-connected regular posets Regular biordered sets Nambooripad, 1978 Grillet, 1974 Nambooripad, 1973 In 1989, Nambooripad [54] (revised in 1994 as [55] ) generalised Grillet's construction of fundamental regular semigroups to arbitrary regular semigroups by replacing partially ordered sets with suitable categories. This construction, however, has not attained the research interest it deserved, in deep contrast to [52] . One of the reasons for this is that both treatises [54] and [55] appeared as local publications in Thiruvananthapuram, India, and were basically unavailable internationally. Another, more conceptual reason for the cross-connection theory to stay in limbo for decades is that constructing arbitrary regular semigroups from cross-connected categories demanded extensive use of the notions and language of category theory at a quite advanced level. This made the entry threshold of the cross-connection machinery look relatively high, and besides that, the machinery itself constituted a "technical tour de force", quoting [45] .
In [55] , Nambooripad had proved the equivalence of the category of regular semigroups with the category of cross-connections. So [52] combined with [55] , by transitivity, implies that Nambooripad's cross-connection theory is equivalent to its mainstream predecessor, inductive groupoid theory. In this article, we explore the direct relationship between cross-connections and inductive groupoids, in the realm of regular semigroups. Namely, we directly construct the inductive groupoid of a regular semigroup starting from the cross-connection representation of the semigroup, and vice versa. This completes the following triangle in the case of arbitrary regular semigroups.
Regular semigroups
Cross-connected normal categories
Inductive groupoids of regular semigroups
This article Nambooripad, 1989 Nambooripad, 1979 As the reader will see, the equivalence between inductive groupoids and crossconnections constructed in the present article is not a mere "composition" of the equivalencies established by Nambooripad. We believe that our results may shed some new light on both approaches since our study reveal some essential differences in the ways inductive groupoids and cross-connections encode regular semigroups.
The article is divided into five sections. In Section 2, we set up the notation and give the necessary preliminaries regarding semigroups, categories, biordered sets, inductive groupoids, and cross-connections needed for our discussion. In Section 3, starting from the cross-connection representation of a regular semigroup S, we directly construct the inductive groupoid of the cross-connection and show that this groupoid is isomorphic to the inductive groupoid of S. In Section 4, conversely, given the inductive groupoid of the semigroup S, we construct a cross-connection such that it is cross-connection isomorphic to the cross-connection of S. In the final section, we discuss recent research developments related to [52] , namely the problems related to the maximal subgroups of the free idempotent generated semigroup on a biordered set and various non-regular generalisations of the ESN theorem. We conclude by suggesting some possible future directions on these problems via the theory of cross-connections.
In a follow-up article [8] we extend the equivalence constructed in the present article to a category equivalence between abstract inductive groupoids and crossconnections.
Preliminaries
Since this article aims to relate several seemingly different approaches to studying regular semigroups, we need to recall the main concepts involved in these approaches in some detail and to present these concepts using coherent notation. Therefore the list of the necessary preliminaries has become relatively lengthy even though we have not set the (non-realistic) goal of making the article fully self-contained. We refer the reader to Clifford and Preston [11] for standard notions from semigroup theory, to MacLane [41] or Higgins [31] for category theory, to Nambooripad's Memoirs [52] for details on biordered sets and inductive groupoids, to Grillet's book [27] for structure mappings and Grillet's cross-connections, and to Nambooripad's treatise [55] for Nambooripad's cross-connection theory.
2.1.
Semigroups. An element e of a semigroup S is called an idempotent if e 2 = e. We denote by E(S) the set of all idempotents of S. An element b of a semigroup S is called an inverse of an element a in S if aba = a and bab = b.
We denote the set of all the inverses of an element a in S by V (a) and an inverse of a is denoted by a ′ . A semigroup S is said to be regular if every element in S has at least one inverse element. A semigroup S is said to be inverse if every element in S has a unique inverse.
If a is an element of a semigroup S, the principal left ideal generated by a is the subset Sa ∪ {a}, and is denoted by S 1 a (or simply Sa, when S is regular). Similarly the principal right ideal aS 1 (or aS) is the subset aS ∪ {a}. The Green L relation on S is defined by the rule that aL b if and only if S 1 a = S 1 b. Similarly the R relation is defined by aRb if and only if aS 1 = bS 1 . We define the H relation as L ∩ R and the D relation as L ∨ R (in the lattice of all equivalences on S). It is well known that D = L • R = R • L where • is the usual product of binary relations.
An equivalence relation C on a semigroup S is called a congruence if a C b, c C d implies ac C bd. A semigroup S is said to be fundamental if the equality relation on S is the only congruence contained in H .
Categories.
A category C is a class of objects (denoted vC) together with a collection of disjoint classes, denoted by C(a, b); one for each pair (a, b) of objects in vC. An element f of C(a, b) is called a morphism from a to b; we often write f : a → b to say that f is a morphism from a to b. For each triple (a, b, c) of objects in C, a composition function C(a, b) × C(b, c) → C(a, c) is defined. Given morphisms f : a → b and g : b → c, their composition will be written f g. Further, associativity of composition and existence of identities are assumed in a category. Associativity means that for each quadruple (a, b, c, d) of objects in C and for each triple of morphisms (f, g, h) ∈ C(a, b) × C(b, c) × C(c, d), the expressions (f g)h and f (gh) represent the same morphism in C(a, d). Existence of identities means that for every object c ∈ vC, there exists a morphism 1 c : c → c such that f 1 c = f for every morphism f : a → c and 1 c g = g for every morphism g : c → b. We shall often identify the identity morphism 1 c at an object c ∈ vC with the object c. With this convention, the morphisms of a category C completely determine C, and having this in mind, we shall denote the class of all morphisms of C by C itself.
A category C is called small if both vC and C are sets rather than proper classes. A category C is said to be locally small if the morphism class C(a, b) for each pair (a, b) of objects in vC is a set instead of a proper class. Observe that natural categories like the category Set of all sets with functions as morphisms, the category Grp of all groups with group homomorphisms as morphisms, the category RS of all regular semigroups with semigroup homomorphisms as morphisms etc are locally small categories.
A morphism f : c → d is called an epimorphism if it is left-cancellative, i.e., for all morphisms h, k : d → e, the equality f h = f k implies h = k. Similarly, a morphism f : c → d is called a monomorphism if it is right-cancellative, i.e., for all morphisms h, k : b → c, the equality hf = kf implies h = k. A morphism f : c → d is called an isomorphism if there exists a morphism g : d → c such that f g = 1 c and gf = 1 d . Observe that an isomorphism is always an epimorphism and a monomorphism, but converse need not be true. There can be a morphism which is both an epimorphism and a monomorphism, but fails to be an isomorphism.
A preorder is a category with at most one morphism from an object to another. A strict preorder is a preorder where the only isomorphisms are the identity morphisms. A small category in which every morphism is an isomorphism is called a groupoid.
2.3.
Functors. Given two categories C and D, a functor F : C → D consists of two functions: the object function (denoted by vF ) which assigns to each object a of C, an object vF (a) (often denoted by just F (a)) of the category D and the morphism function (denoted by F itself) which assigns to each morphism f :
These two functions should respect identities and composition, that is, they should satisfy the following properties: F (1 c ) = 1 F (c) for every c ∈ vC and F (f g) = F (f )F (g), whenever f g is defined in C. In the sequel, although functors are written as left operators, the composition will be from left to right, i.e., if F : C → D and G : D → E are two functors then their composition functor F G : C → E shall be defined as F G(c) = G(F (c)) and F G(f ) = G(F (f )) for each object c ∈ vC and for each morphism f ∈ C.
A functor F : C → D is said to be v-surjective, v-injective or v-bijective if the object map vF has the corresponding property. A functor F : C → D is said to be full, faithful or fully-faithful if the morphism map F is surjective, injective or bijective respectively. A functor F : C → D is said to be an isomorphism if it is v-bijective and fully-faithful.
Given a category C, a subcategory of C is a category D whose objects are objects in C and whose morphisms are morphisms in C, with the same identities and composition of morphisms. Given a category C with a subcategory D, we define the inclusion functor J : D → C as follows:
for each object d ∈ vD and each morphism g ∈ D. A subcategory D of a category C is said to be full if the inclusion functor J is full.
If F and G are functors between the categories C and D, then a natural transformation σ from F to G is a family of morphisms in D such that to every object c in C, we associate a morphism σ(c) : F (c) → G(c) called the component of σ at c so that the following diagram commutes for every g : c → d in C:
If every component σ(c) is an isomorphism in D, we say σ is a natural isomorphism and then the functors F and G are said to be naturally isomorphic.
Natural transformations may be seen as morphisms between functors, and so the class of all functors between two categories, say C and D, forms a category called the functor category [C, D] . Recall that Set stands for the category whose object class is the class of all sets and whose morphisms are all functions between sets. Given a category C, we define a category C * = [C, Set] with the object class as the class of all functors from C to the category Set and natural transformations as morphisms.
Given a locally small category C, the set C(c, d) of morphisms between any two objects c and d in C, gives rise to certain important functors in C * called homfunctors. For a fixed object a ∈ vC, the hom-functor C(a, −) is defined as:
• the object function vC(a, −) maps each object c ∈ vC to the set of morphisms C(a, c);
An arbitrary functor F : C → Set is said to be representable if it is naturally isomorphic to the hom-functor C(a, −) for some object a ∈ vC. Then we say that the object a is the representing object of F . The Yoneda lemma states that the natural transformations C * (C(a, −), C(b, −)) between two hom-functors C(a, −) and C(b, −) are in one-to-one correspondence with the morphisms (in the reverse direction) between the associated objects, i.e., with the set C(b, a). Hence, the above discussion may be used to characterise morphisms between representable functors in terms of the morphisms between the representing objects.
2.4. Biordered sets. As mentioned in the Introduction, Nambooripad's initial approach [48] [49] [50] 52 ] to study a regular semigroup S relied heavily on the information about the semigroup captured by its set of idempotents E(S). Observe that for e, f ∈ E(S), we can define a quasi-orders ω r and ω l on E(S) as follows: eω l f ⇐⇒ ef = e ⇐⇒ Se ⊆ Sf ; and eω r f ⇐⇒ f e = e ⇐⇒ eS ⊆ f S.
Then clearly the restrictions of the Green relations on the idempotents of the semigroup are given by L = ω l ∩ (ω l ) −1 and R = ω r ∩ (ω r ) −1 . Also the natural partial order ω on E(S) is given by ω = ω l ∩ ω r . Nambooripad showed that the set of idempotents of a (regular) semigroup has an inherent structure of a (regular) biordered set. A biordered set E was abstractly axiomatised as a partial algebra 2 (i.e., a set with a partial binary composition defined on it) whose partial binary composition was determined by the two quasiorders ω l and ω r . The domain D E of the partial composition of a biordered set was given by
and it satisfied certain axioms [52] . Given two biordered sets E and E ′ with the domain of partial compositions D E and D E ′ respectively, we can define a bimorphism as a mapping θ :
2 The original definition of a biordered set by Nambooripad [48] was not as a partial algebra, instead it relied on a family of partial translations. Later Clifford [10] showed that biordered sets can be replaced by partial bands and subsequently in [52] , the partial algebra approach was adopted.
Further, for any pair of elements e, f in a biordered set E, there is a quasiordered set M (e, f ) = ω l (e) ∩ ω r (f ) with the relation as follows:
g h ⇐⇒ egω r eh and gf ω l hf.
Then the sandwich set S(e, f ) of e and f is defined as the set of maximal elements of M (e, f ) with respect to the quasiorder , i.e.,
S(e, f ) = {h ∈ M (e, f ) : g h for all g ∈ M (e, f )}.
The biordered set E is called regular if S(e, f ) is non empty. The sandwich set S(e, f ) in a biordered set may be seen as the regular semigroup analog of the meet e ∧ f of any two idempotents in the semilattice of an inverse semigroup. Thus Nambooripad was able to generalise Munn's construction of fundamental inverse semigroups to fundamental regular semigroups by replacing semilattices with regular biordered sets. Later in 1986, Easdown [14] showed that arbitrary (not necessarily regular) biordered sets come from semigroups, in the sense that given a biordered set E, there exists a semigroup S such that the biordered set of S is biorder isomorphic to E. This has unequivocally established the importance of biordered sets in the structure of semigroups.
2.5. Inductive groupoids and structure mappings. As discussed earlier, Nambooripad [48, 50] had also extended Schein's approach of inverse semigroups based on ordered groupoids, to construct arbitrary regular semigroups from regular biordered sets and groupoids. Observe that in the above definition, the axiom (OG3 * ) is the dual of the axiom (OG3). In fact it can be shown that if (G, ≤) is a groupoid satisying axioms (OG1) and (OG2), then (G, ≤) satisfies (OG3) if and only if (G, ≤) satisfies (OG3 * ). A functor F between two ordered groupoids is said to be a v-isomorphism if the object map vF is an order isomorphism.
The ordered groupoids of inverse semigroups are completely characterised by the property that the partially ordered set of identities (equivalently the set of objects) forms a semilattice [39] . But even if we replace the set of objects of an ordered groupoid with a regular biordered set, it is not yet sufficient to construct arbitrary regular semigroups. As remarked in [35] , this is because the global structure of the semigroup is still not sufficiently reflected on the groupoid. So, Nambooripad added an additional layer of (biorder) structure to this groupoid as follows.
Given a regular biordered set E, Nambooripad defined an E-path as a sequence of elements (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) of E such that e i (R ∪ L )e i+1 for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1. An idempotent e i in an E-path (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) is inessential if e i−1 Re i Re i+1 or
e 4 e 5 Figure 1 . E-chain in a biordered set
We can define an equivalence relation on the set of E-paths by adding or removing inessential vertices. The equivalence class of an E-path relative to this equivalence relation is defined to be an E-chain and it can be seen that every E-chain has a unique canonical representative of the form c(e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) where each vertex is essential. For instance, consider the following example. In the sequel, we shall often use diagrams (as below) to represent the structural scenario in semigroups or biordered sets, wherein a horizontal line represents the Green R relation and a vertical line represents the Green L relation. In Figure 1 , the elements of a biordered set E are represented using dots. Here the elements e 2 and e 4 are inessential in the E-path (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 ) of E. So the canonical representation of the corresponding E-chain is c(e 1 , e 3 , e 5 ). In the sequel whenever there is no risk of confusion, by abuse of notation we shall denote an E-chain c(e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) by just (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ).
The set G(E) of E-chains forms a groupoid with set E of objects and with an E-chain (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) as a morphism from e 1 to e n . The product of two Echains (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) and (f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f m ) is defined if and only if e n = f 1 and is equal to the canonical representative of (e 1 , . . . , e n = f 1 , . . . , f m ) . The inverse of (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n ) is the E-chain (e n , . . . , e 2 , e 1 ).
Further for an E-chain c = (e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n ) ∈ G(E) and h ∈ ω(e 0 ), let
. . , h n ) where h 0 = he 0 and h i = e i h i−1 e i for i = 1, . . . , n.
Then for c, c ′ ∈ G(E), if we define a partial order on G(E) as follows:
forms an ordered groupoid called the groupoid of E-chains of the biordered set E. Given a biordered set E, a 2 × 2 matrix e f g h of elements of E such that eRf L hRgL e is known as an E-square. Observe that using the convention introduced in Figure 1 , an E-square will in fact be represented by a square.
An E-square of the form g h eg eh where g, h ∈ ω l (e) and gRh is said to be rowsingular. Dually, an E-square g ge h he is said to be column-singular if g, h ∈ ω r (e) and gL h. An E-square is said to be singular if it is either row-singular or columnsingular.
Let E be a regular biordered set and ǫ :
Observe that in the above statement to simplify notation, given an E-chain (e, f ) we have used ǫ(e, f ) instead of ǫ((e, f )). This convention shall be followed in the sequel.
Using this additional layer of structure provided by the ordered groupoid G(E) of E-chains and a v-isomorphism ǫ : G(E) → G called an evaluation functor from G(E) into an ordered groupoid G, Nambooripad defined an inductive groupoid as follows.
Definition 2.2. Let E be a regular biordered set and ǫ be an evaluation functor from G(E) into an ordered groupoid G. We say that (G, ǫ) forms an inductive groupoid if the following axioms and their duals hold.
(IG1) Let x ∈ G and for i = 1, 2, let
. If e 1 ω r e 2 , then f 1 ω r f 2 , and
(IG2) All singular E-squares are ǫ-commutative.
Let (G, ǫ) and (G ′ , ǫ ′ ) be two inductive groupoids with biordered sets E and E ′ respectively. An order preserving functor
′ is a bimorphism of biorder sets such that the following diagram commutes.
(1)
G(E)
Inductive groupoid of a regular semigroup. Nambooripad showed that given a regular semigroup S with biordered set E, we can associate an inductive groupoid (G(S), ǫ S ) as follows. The set of objects vG(S) = E and the set of morphisms
is the right identity and (x ′ , x) is the inverse. The restriction of (x, x ′ ) to e ∈ ω(xx ′ ) is defined as e⇃(x, x ′ ) = (ex, x ′ e) and the corestriction of (x,
This makes G(S) an ordered groupoid. Since E is a regular biordered set, the groupoid G(E) of E-chains is an ordered groupoid. So, the evaluation functor ǫ S : G(E) → G(S) is defined as follows. The object map is vǫ S = 1 E and for each E-chain c = (e 0 , e 1 , . . . e n ) ∈ G(E) from e 0 to e n , ǫ S (c) = (e 0 e 1 . . . e n−1 e n , e n e n−1 . . . e 1 e 0 ).
Then it may be verified that (G(S), ǫ S ) is an inductive groupoid. Conversely given the inductive groupoid (G, ǫ G ), we can define an equivalence relation p on the set of morphisms G as follows. Given x, y ∈ G,
Then the p-classes of morphisms in G form a regular semigroup under the binary composition as described below. Ifx andȳ denote the p-classes of G containing the morphisms x and y respectively, then for a sandwich element h ∈ S(r(x), d(y)), the binary composition is defined as:
The binary composition in (2) can be illustrated using Figure 2 wherein arcs denote the morphisms in the inductive groupoid G.
This gives the inductive groupoid representation of regular semigroups as described in [52] . The original description in [48, 50] of the same idea was using the notion of a regular groupoid of a regular semigroup and certain mappings between L -classes and R-classes. It was exactly these mappings which Meakin had called structure mappings and used extensively in [42] [43] [44] . One can see that the restrictions and corestrictions are nothing but reincarnations of the structure mappings.
Thus from the family of structure mappings and the regular groupoid associated with a regular semigroup, which Nambooripad collectively called (and axiomatised) as the regular system, one could equivalently retrieve the regular semigroup.
Using this correspondence between groupoids and semigroups, Nambooripad [52] explicitly showed that the category IG of inductive groupoids is equivalent to the category RS of regular semigroups. The ESN Theorem may be seen as the special case of this when specialised to inverse semigroups.
2.6. Regular partially ordered sets and Cross-connections. In 1973, Grillet [24] [25] [26] constructed fundamental regular semigroups from a cross-connected pair of partially ordered sets. In the process, he characterised the partially ordered sets of regular semigroups as regular partially ordered sets using the idea of a normal mapping. We briefly recall some crucial definitions of Grillet. 3. Let X = (X, ≤) be a partially ordered set and for x ∈ X, let X(x) = {y ∈ X : y ≤ x} be the principal order ideal of X generated by x. A mapping α : X → X is said to be a normal mapping if: (Nmap1) The range Im α of the mapping α is a principal ideal of X. (Nmap2) The mapping α is order preserving. (Nmap3) For each x ∈ X, there exists y ≤ x such that α maps X(y) isomorphically upon X(αx). Figure 3 represents the condition (Nmap3) of a normal mapping; this property will be crucial in the sequel. The apex of the normal mapping α is the element a of X such that Im α = X(a). An idempotent normal mapping is called a normal retraction. A partially ordered set X is said to be regular if every element of X is the apex of a normal retraction of X. The set N (X) of normal mappings on a regular partially ordered set X forms a regular semigroup.
Further, an equivalence relation on a partially ordered set X is normal if it is induced by a normal mapping. The set of all normal equivalence relations on X ordered by reverse inclusion forms the regular partially ordered set X * , known as the dual of X.
A cross-connection between two regular partially ordered sets I and Λ is a pair (Γ, ∆) of order preserving mappings Γ : Λ → I * and ∆ : I → Λ * satisfying certain axioms [25] .
Grillet showed that given a fundamental regular semigroup, it induces a crossconnection between its partially ordered sets of principal left and right ideals, and conversely every cross-connection gives rise to a fundamental regular semigroup.
Nambooripad's article [51] implied that isomorphic biordered sets determine isomorphic cross-connections and hence Grillet's construction is insufficient to characterize arbitrary regular semigroups. Later, Nambooripad observed that a partially ordered set can be seen as a strict preorder category. Elaborating this idea, he [54] replaced Grillet's regular partially ordered sets with normal categories, and constructed arbitrary regular semigroups as cross-connection semigroups.
2.7. Nambooripad's Cross-connections. Now we briefly recall Nambooripad's construction [55] . In the sequel, unless otherwise stated the term "cross-connection" shall refer to Nambooripad's generalised version with categories.
Let C be a small category and P be a subcategory of C such that P is a strict preorder with vP = vC. Then (C, P) is called a category with subobjects if, first, Figure 4 . Normal factorisation of a morphism f every f ∈ P is a monomorphism in C, second, and if f = hg for f, g ∈ P and h ∈ C, then h ∈ P.
In a category (C, P) with subobjects, the morphisms in P are called inclusions. If c ′ → c is an inclusion, we write c ′ ⊆ c and we denote this inclusion by j(c ′ , c).
The morphism qu is known as the epimorphic component of the morphism f and is denoted by f
• . Figure 4 represents the normal factorisation property. Compare it with Figure 3 to observe that normal factorisation is a generalisation of the property (Nmap3) of a normal mapping. Definition 2.4. Let C be a category with subobjects and d ∈ vC. A map γ : vC → C is called a normal cone from the base vC to the apex
Given a normal cone γ, we denote by c γ the apex of γ and for each c ∈ vC, the morphism γ(c) : c → c γ is called the component of γ at c. Observe that given a normal cone γ and an epimorphism f : c γ → d, the map γ * f : a → γ(a)f from vC to C is a normal cone with apex d. Hence, given two normal cones γ and σ, we can compose them as follows.
• is the epimorphic part of the morphism σ(c γ ). All the normal cones in a normal category C with this special binary composition form a regular semigroup known as the semigroup of normal cones in C and is denoted by T C. It can be easily seen that a normal cone γ ∈ T C is an idempotent if and only if γ(c γ ) = 1 cγ .
To describe cross-connections, Grillet [24] used the set of all normal equivalence relations on a regular partially ordered set. To extend this idea to normal categories, Nambooripad proposed the notion of a normal dual. The normal dual N * C of a normal category C is a full subcategory of the category C * of all functors from C to Set. The objects of N * C are functors called H-functors and the morphisms are natural transformations between them.
For each γ ∈ T C, the H-functor H(γ; −) : C → Set is defined as follows. For each c ∈ vC and for each g ∈ C(c, d),
We define the M-set of a normal cone γ as
It can be shown that if H(γ; −) = H(γ ′ ; −), then the M -sets of the normal cones γ and γ ′ coincide; and hence we define the M -set of an H-functor as M H(γ; −) = M γ. It can be seen that H-functors are representable functors such that for a normal cone γ with apex d, there is a natural isomorphism η γ :
An ideal c of a normal category C is the full subcategory of C whose objects are given by v c = {d ∈ vC : d ⊆ c}. A functor F between two normal categories C and D is said to be a local isomorphism if F is inclusion preserving, fully faithful and for each c ∈ vC, F | c is an isomorphism of the ideal c onto F (c) .
Definition 2.6. Let C and D be normal categories. A cross-connection from D to C is a triplet (D, C; Γ) where Γ : D → N * C is a local isomorphism such that for every c ∈ vC, there is some d ∈ vD such that c ∈ M Γ(d).
In the sequel, when there is no ambiguity we shall often refer to a cross-connection (D, C; Γ) by just Γ. Then the set E Γ is defined by Further by suitably defining the basic products and quasi-orders, the set E Γ can be shown to be the regular biordered set associated with the cross-connection Γ.
Given a cross-connection (D, C; Γ) with dual ∆, let (c,
Then f is called the transpose of g from c to c ′ , if f and g makes the following diagram commute: 
2.7.1. Cross-connections of a regular semigroup. Given a regular semigroup S with biordered set E, we can associate a normal category L S of principal left ideals as follows. An object of the category L S is a principal left ideal Se for e ∈ E, and a morphism from Se to Sf is a partial right translation ρ(e, u, f ) : u ∈ eSf . That is, for x ∈ Se, the morphism ρ(e, u, f ) : x → xu ∈ Sf . Two morphisms ρ(e, u, f ) and ρ(g, v, h) are equal in L S if and only if eL g, f L h, u ∈ eSf , v ∈ gSh and u = ev.
Given an arbitrary element a ∈ S, it induces certain principal cones ρ a with apex Sa whose component at any Se ∈ vL S is given by ρ a (Se) = ρ(e, ea, f ) where
Dually, we have a normal category R S of principal right ideals of the semigroup S such that an object of the category R S is a principal right ideal eS, and the morphisms are partial left translations λ(e, w, f ) such that w ∈ f Se. The principal cones in R S are given by λ a (eS) = λ(e, ae, f ) where f ∈ E(R a ). Given two morphisms λ(e, u, f ) and λ(g, v, h) in the category R S , they are equal if and only if eRg, f Rh, u ∈ f Se, v ∈ hSg and u = ve.
Further, the following theorem describes the explicit relationship between the normal categories of a regular semigroup S: the categories L S and R S are crossconnected by a functor Γ S .
ρ f , is a cross-connection such that it induces a dual cross-connection (L S , R S ; ∆ S ) defined by the functor ∆ S : L S → N * R S as follows:
λ f . This gives rise to the cross-connection semigroup
Then the set of idempotents E ΓS of the semigroup SΓ S is given by the set:
Observe that the element (Se, eS) denotes the following pair of normal cones (γ(Se, eS), δ(Se, eS)) = (ρ e , λ e ) ∈ SΓ S . Further if we define the partial orders ω l and ω r as follows:
(8) (Se, eS)ω l (Sf, f S) ⇐⇒ Se ⊆ Sf, and (Se, eS)ω r (Sf, f S) ⇐⇒ eS ⊆ f S, then E ΓS forms a regular biordered set and it is biorder isomorphic to the biordered set E of the semigroup S. If (Se, eS), (Sf, f S) ∈ E ΓS , then the transpose of a morphism ρ(e, u, f ) ∈ L S (Se, Sf ) is the morphism λ(f, u, e) ∈ R S (f S, eS).
Thus we obtain a cross-connection from a regular semigroup S. There is a natural isomorphism χ Γ between the bifunctors and χ Γ is called the duality associated with the cross-connection. Using the duality χ Γ , we can get a linking of some normal cones in T C with those in T D. The pairs of linked cones (γ, δ) will form a regular semigroup which is called the cross-connection semigroup SΓ determined by Γ.
Using this correspondence between cross-connections and regular semigroups, Nambooripad [55] explicitly proved the equivalence of the category Cr of crossconnections and the category RS of regular semigroups.
Inductive groupoids from cross-connections
Recall that the overall aim of the article is to prove the equivalence between the inductive groupoid and the cross-connection of a regular semigroup. This shall be implemented by constructing the inductive groupoid directly from the crossconnection of a regular semigroup (in this section) and conversely building the cross-connection associated with the inductive groupoid of a regular semigroup (in the next section).
First, given the cross-connection Γ S = (R S , L S ; Γ S ) of a regular semigroup S with biordered set E and inductive groupoid (G(S), ǫ S ), we proceed to construct an inductive groupoid G(Γ S ) associated with the cross-connection Γ S .
For this end, we identify the regular biordered set associated with the crossconnection Γ S , define the category G(Γ S ) as a suitable subcategory of the category L S × R S with identities as the regular biordered set and show that it forms a groupoid. Then we introduce a partial order ≤ Γ in G(Γ S ) and show that (G(Γ S ), ≤ Γ ) is an ordered groupoid. After that, we shall define an evaluation functor ǫ Γ from the groupoid G(E ΓS ) of E-chains to the ordered groupoid G(Γ S ) and prove that G(Γ S ) is inductive with respect to ǫ Γ . Finally we shall show that the inductive groupoid (G(Γ S ), ǫ Γ ) is inductive isomorphic to the inductive groupoid (G(S), ǫ S ) of the semigroup S.
From the discussion in Section 2.7.1, it is clear that the regular biordered set associated with the cross-connection Γ S is the set E ΓS as defined in (7). So, the object set of our required groupoid G(Γ S ) is:
Given a morphism (x, x ′ ) from xx ′ = e to x ′ x = f in G(S) such that x ∈ S and x ′ ∈ V (x); since x ∈ R e ∩ L f , the mapping ρ x = ρ(e, x, f ) is a morphism (in fact, an isomorphism) in L S from Se to Sf . Similarly as x ′ ∈ R f ∩ L e , the mapping λ x ′ = λ(e, x ′ , f ) is an isomorphism in the category R S from eS to f S. Thus, given two objects (Se, eS), (Sf, f S) ∈ vG(Γ S ), we define a morphism in G(Γ S ) from (Se, eS) to (Sf, f S) as a pair of isomorphisms (ρ x , λ x ′ ) where x ∈ R e ∩ L f and x ′ ∈ V (x) such that x ′ ∈ R f ∩ L e . Suppose (ρ x , λ x ′ ) is a morphism from (Se, eS) to (Sf, f S), and (ρ y , λ y ′ ) is a morphism from (Sf, f S) to (Sg, gS) in G(Γ S ). Then using the compositions in L S and R S , we define the composition (ρ x , λ x ′ ) * (ρ y , λ y ′ ) = (ρ xy , λ y ′ x ′ ) so that (ρ xy , λ y ′ x ′ ) is a morphism from (Se, eS) to (Sg, gS).
Proof. First, to see that G(Γ S ) is a category, we need to verify associativity and identity. Given (ρ x , λ x ′ ) is a morphism from (Se, eS) to (Sf, f S), (ρ y , λ y ′ ) is a morphism from (Sf, f S) to (Sg, gS) and (ρ z , λ z ′ ) is a morphism from (Sg, gS) to (Sh, hS) in G(Γ S ). Then using the associativity of the compositions in L S and R S , we can easily see that
Also, given an object (Se, eS) ∈ vG(Γ S ), we have the identity morphism (ρ e , λ e ) = (ρ(e, e, e), λ(e, e, e)) such that for a morphism (ρ x , λ x ′ ) from (Se, eS) to (Sf, f S), we have (ρ e , λ e ) * (ρ x , λ x ′ ) = (ρ ex , λ x ′ e ) = (ρ x , λ x ′ ). Similarly for a morphism (ρ y , λ y ′ ) from (Sg, gS) to (Se, eS), we have (ρ y , λ y ′ ) * (ρ e , λ e ) = (ρ ye , λ ey ′ ) = (ρ y , λ y ′ ).
Further, given a morphism (ρ x , λ x ′ ) in G(Γ S ) from (Se, eS) to (Sf, f S), we can see that (ρ x ′ , λ x ) is a morphism from (Sf, f S) to (Se, eS) such that
Now given a morphism (ρ x , λ x ′ ) from (Se, eS) to (Sf, f S) and a morphism (ρ y , λ y ′ ) from (Sg, gS) to (Sh, hS), define a relation ≤ Γ on G(Γ S ) as follows:
First, observe that the pair of isomorphisms (ρ ey , λ y ′ e ) = (ρ(e, ey, f ), λ(e, y ′ e, f )) is a typical morphism in G(Γ S ) such that e = eyy ′ e and f = y ′ ey.
Lemma 3.2. The relation ≤ Γ is a partial order on G(Γ S ).
Proof. Since x = ex and x ′ = x ′ e, clearly the relation ≤ Γ is reflexive.
. So (Se, eS) = (Sg, gS) and (Sf, f S) = (Sh, hS). Also since (ρ x , λ x ′ ) = (ρ ey , λ y ′ e ) and (ρ y , λ
Hence ≤ Γ is anti-symmetric. Now let (ρ x , λ x ′ ) ≤ Γ (ρ y , λ y ′ ) and (ρ y , λ y ′ ) ≤ Γ (ρ z , λ z ′ ) where (ρ z , λ z ′ ) is a morphism from (Sk, kS) to (Sl, lS). Then (Se, eS) ⊆ (Sg, gS), (Sf, f S) ⊆ (Sh, hS), (Sg, gS) ⊆ (Sk, kS), (Sh, hS) ⊆ (Sl, lS). So (Se, eS) ⊆ (Sk, kS), (Sf, f S) ⊆ (Sl, lS). Also since (ρ x , λ x ′ ) = (ρ ey , λ y ′ e ) and (ρ y , λ y ′ ) = (ρ gz , λ z ′ g ), (ρ x , λ x ′ ) = (ρ ey , λ y ′ e ) = (ρ e ρ y , λ e λ y ′ )
, and thus ≤ Γ is transitive.
Hence the relation ≤ Γ is a partial order.
The above partial order may be discussed further in the context of [30, 46, 53] . Observe that ≤ Γ on the identities of G(Γ S ) (or the biordered set E ΓS ) reduces to the natural partial order ω on E ΓS , and may be written as follows. (Also see (8) above.)
(ρ e , λ e ) ≤ Γ (ρ f , λ f ) ⇐⇒ (Se, eS) ⊆ (Sf, f S). Now define restriction and corestriction as follows. Given a morphism from (ρ x , λ x ′ ) in G(Γ S ) from (Se, eS) to (Sf, f S), and if (Sg, gS) ⊆ (Se, eS), then ρ(g, g, e) is an inclusion in L S from Sg to Se, and λ(g, g, e) is an inclusion in R S from gS to eS. So,
is a pair of monomorphisms in L S × R S from (Sg, gS) to (Sf, f S). Consider the pair of epimorphic components (ρ(g, gx, h), λ(g, x ′ g, h)) where the idempotent
). So, the restriction of (ρ x , λ x ′ ) to (Sg, gS) in G(Γ S ) is defined as the pair of isomorphisms (ρ(g, gx, h), λ(g, x ′ g, h)) = (ρ gx , λ x ′ g ). Similarly, given a morphism from (ρ x , λ x ′ ) in G(Γ S ) from (Se, eS) to (Sf, f S), and if (Sh, hS) ⊆ (Sf, f S), then we have a pair of retractions
is a pair of epimorphisms in L S × R S . Consider their normal factorisations into retractions and isomorphisms as follows,
where g = xhx ′ . So, we define the corestriction of (ρ x , λ x ′ ) to (Sh, hS) as the pair of isomorphisms ((ρ(g, xh, h), λ(g, hx ′ , h)) = (ρ xh , λ hx ′ ).
Proposition 3.3. (G(Γ S ), ≤ Γ ) is an ordered groupoid with restrictions and corestrictions defined as above.
Proof. We need to verify that (G(Γ S ), ≤ Γ ) satisfies the axioms of Definition 2.1. First, let (ρ x , λ x ′ ) be a morphism from (Se, eS) to (Sf, f S) and (ρ y , λ y ′ ) a morphism from (Sf, f S) to (Sg, gS) in G(Γ S ) so that (ρ xy , λ y ′ x ′ ) is a morphism from (Se, eS) to (Sg, gS). Also let (ρ u , λ u ′ ) be a morphism in G(Γ S ) from (Sh, hS) to (Sk, kS) and (ρ v , λ v ′ ) a morphism from (Sk, kS) to (Sl, lS) so that (ρ uv , λ v ′ u ′ ) is a morphism from (Sh, hS) to (Sl, lS).
Then clearly, (Sh, hS) ⊆ (Se, eS) and (Sl, lS) ⊆ (Sg, gS).
Second, let (ρ x , λ x ′ ) be a morphism from (Se, eS) to (Sf, f S) and (ρ y , λ y ′ ) a morphism from (Sg, gS) to (Sh, hS) in G(Γ S ). Then if (ρ x , λ x ′ ) ≤ Γ (ρ y , λ y ′ ), then (Se, eS) ⊆ (Sg, gS) and (Sf, f S) ⊆ (Sh, hS). Also since ρ x = ρ ey , i.e., ρ(e, x, f ) = ρ(e, ey, f ), from cross-connection theory (see Subsection 2.7.1), we have
This implies λ(f, x, e) = λ(f, yf, e), i.e., λ x = λ yf . Similarly,
Lastly, for (Sg, gS) ≤ (Se, eS), if we define the restriction of (ρ x , λ x ′ ) to (Sg, gS) as the morphism (ρ gx , λ x ′ g ), then clearly (OG3) also holds. The dual condition (OG3 * ) also holds for corestriction. Hence (G(Γ S ), ≤ Γ ) is an ordered groupoid. Now, since E ΓS is a biordered set, G(E ΓS ) forms an ordered groupoid with respect to the order induced by the E-chains of E ΓS . In the sequel, for ease of notation we shall denote the vertex (Se, eS) of the groupoid G(E ΓS ) by just e. Hence an E-chain ((Se 0 , e 0 S), (Se 1 , e 1 S), . . . , (Se n , e n S)) shall be denoted by (e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n ).
We define a functor ǫ Γ : G(E ΓS ) → G(Γ S ) as follows. We let vǫ Γ = 1 EΓ S and for an arbitrary E-chain c = (e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n ) in G(E ΓS ),
where w = e 0 e 1 . . . e n−1 e n and w ′ = e n e n−1 . . . e 1 e 0 . First, w ∈ e 0 Se n and w ′ ∈ e n Se 0 , so (ρ(e 0 , w, e n ), λ(e 0 , w ′ , e n )) ∈ L S × R S . Observe that either e i−1 Re i so that e i−1 e i = e i , or e i−1 L e i so that e i−1 e i = e i−1 . So, ww ′ = e 0 e 1 . . . e n−1 e n e n e n−1 . . . e 1 e 0 = e 0 and similarly w ′ w = e n . Since ww ′ w = w and w ′ ww ′ = w ′ , we have w ′ ∈ V (w). Hence (ρ w , λ w ′ ) is a morphism in the groupoid G(Γ S ).
Proof. First we need to verify that ǫ Γ is a well-defined functor. Let c, d ∈ G(E ΓS ) where c is an E-chain as defined in the foregoing discussion and
Then for an E-chain c = (e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n ) ∈ G(E ΓS ) and h ∈ ω(e 0 ), let
where h i = e i h i−1 e i for all i = 1, . . . , n and h 0 = h. Observe that, hh 1 . . . h n = h(e 1 e 0 he 0 e 1 ) . . . (e n e n−1 . . . e 1 e 0 he 0 e 1 . . . e n−1 e n ) = he 0 e 1 . . . e n−1 e n .
Similarly, h n h n−1 . . . h 1 h = e n e n−1 . . . e 1 e 0 h. So,
Also,
Hence ǫ Γ (h⇃c) = h⇃ǫ Γ (c), and ǫ Γ is a v-isomorphism. Proof. We need to verify that (G(Γ S ), ǫ Γ ) satisfies the axioms of Definition 2.2. First, we need to prove (IG1) of Definition 2.2. That is, for an inductive groupoid (G, ǫ G ), let x ∈ G and for i = 1, 2, given e i , f i ∈ E such that ǫ(e i ) ≤ d(x) and ǫ(f i ) = r(ǫ(e i )⇃x). If e 1 ω r e 2 , then f 1 ω r f 2 , and ǫ(e 1 , e 1 e 2 )(ǫ(e 1 e 2 )⇃x) = (ǫ(e 1 )⇃x)ǫ(
Then using the notations of the previous lemma, we need to show that:
For that end, observe that:
Thus we have verified (IG1) and similarly we can verify its dual. Now we have to verify (IG2) that every singular E-square in the ordered groupoid G(E ΓS ) is ǫ Γ -commutative. Let g ge h he be a column-singular E-square such that g, h ∈ ω r (e) and gL h. Then,
So a column-singular E-square is ǫ Γ -commutative. Dually, we can show that a row-singular E-square is also ǫ Γ -commutative. So (IG2) also holds. Hence (G(Γ S ), ǫ Γ ) is an inductive groupoid.
Observe that the above proof is an adaptation of the proof of (G(S), ǫ S ) being an inductive groupoid [52, Theorem 3.8] .
Proof. Define a functor Φ : G(Γ S ) to G(S) as follows:
vΦ(e) = vΦ((Se, eS)) = e and Φ((ρ x , λ x ′ )) = (x, x ′ ).
Clearly Φ is a covariant functor. Recall that vG(Γ S ) = vG(E ΓS ) = E ΓS and E ΓS is biorder isomorphic to the biordered set E of S under the mapping vΦ : (Se, eS) → e.
We can see that Φ is order preserving since
Also given an E-chain (e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n ) ∈ G(E ΓS ), G(vΦ)ǫ S (e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n ) = ǫ S (e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n )
= (e 0 e 1 . . . e n , e n e n−1 . . . e 0 ) = Φ(ρ e0e1...en , λ enen−1...e0 ) = ǫ Γ Φ(e 0 , e 1 , . . . , e n ).
Hence the following diagram commutes:
Moreover, by the definition of the morphism (ρ x , λ x ′ ) in G(Γ S ), it is clear that Φ is full and faithful. Hence Φ is an inductive isomorphism between (G(Γ S ), ǫ Γ ) and (G(S), ǫ S ).
Cross-connections from inductive groupoids
Having built 'the' inductive groupoid (G(S), ǫ S ) of the semigroup S from the cross-connection Γ S = (R S , L S ; Γ S ) in the previous section, now we attempt the converse. Given the inductive groupoid G(S) with biordered set E, we proceed to construct a cross-connection (R G , L G ; Γ G ) and show that it is cross-connection isomorphic to Γ S .
On contrary to the previous section where the inductive groupoid was suitably identified from the cross-connection, here we will have to 'extract' the suitable parts from the inductive groupoid G(S) and combine to form the required crossconnected categories L G and R G . This shall be achieved as follows. We first build three categories from G(S): namely P L , Q L and G L . Then these categories shall be suitably 'glued' together to form the first normal category L G . Similarly the second category R G shall be built from the categories P R , Q R and G R , all extracted from the inductive groupoid G(S). Then we shall define a cross-connection Γ G between R G and L G , and finally prove that it is 'the' cross-connection associated the inductive groupoid. This plan is illustrated in Figure 5 .
First, we proceed to build the category L G . Given the inductive groupoid G(S) with regular biordered set E, let vL G = E/L . This gives a partially ordered set E/L with respect to the order ω l /L =≤ L . In fact, E/L forms a regular partially ordered set, in the sense of Grillet [24] . The proof of this statement may be found in [51] . Given e ∈ E, in the sequel ← − e shall denote the canonical image of e in E/L . Now to define morphisms on L G , we define three categories -
It must be mentioned here that these categories were earlier considered by Rajan [59, 60] as subcategories derived from normal categories. Here we are building them from inductive groupoids.
, they are equal if and only if eL g and f L h. Given j L (e, f ) and j L (f, g), we compose them using the binary composition induced by the partial binary composition of the biordered set E as follows:
Observe that since eω l f , we have ef = e in E. Now, we show that the partially ordered set vP L can be realised as a category P L . In fact, exactly this idea is the cornerstone of Nambooripad's generalisation of Grillet's construction. Proof. We need to verify associativity and identity. Given morphisms j L (e, f ),
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associativity holds. Also since,
and
is the identity morphism at ← − e . Also observe that by the defnition, there is exactly a unique morphism j L (e, f ) between any two objects ← − e and ← − f in vP L . Hence P L is a strict preorder category. Now, recall from [27] the definition of structure mappings of a regular semigroup. If f ω l e, then the structure mapping ψ e f : L e → L f is defined as ψ e f : x → xf . Dually, if f ω r e, the structure mapping φ
f , for each idempotent e ∈ ← − e , we define a morphism in Q L from ← − f to ← − e as q L (f, f e, e) using the structure mapping ψ f e . Equivalently, for each u ∈ E(L e ) ∩ ω(f ), we have a morphism q L (f, u, e) from ← − f to ← − e . It may be verified that these morphisms also constitute a category Q L such that the composition is defined by semigroup composition.
Recall that the structure mappings carry the same information as the restrictions/corestrictions, which in turn capture the sandwich sets. Thus, the morphisms in Q L inculcate the notion of the sandwich sets; this fact shall be elaborated later. Figure 6 . The free catgeory generated by a quiver
But it must be noticed that different structure mappings may give rise to the same retraction and so the correspondence is not one-one. Further, given a morphism (x, x ′ ) in the inductive groupoid G(S) between e and f , we define a morphism in G L as the morphism g L (e, x, f ) from ← − e and
(Also see [61] for another independent approach by Rajan to build the groupoid G L .)
Now, to construct the normal category L G from the categories P L , Q L and G L , we need the following concept of a quiver.
A quiver Q consists of a set of objects (denoted as vQ) together with a set of morphisms (denoted by Q itself) and two functions d, r : Q ⇒ vQ giving the domain and codomain of each morphism. Morphisms f, g ∈ Q are said to be composable if r(f ) = d(g). The free category Q generated by a quiver Q is the category with vQ = vQ and with the following morphisms:
(1) the identity morphisms at each object in vQ; (2) the morphisms in Q; (3) the sequences f 1 f 2 . . . f n of morphisms in Q such that f i and f i+1 are composable for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. For an illustration, the Figure 6 shows (on the left) a quiver with three objects a, b, c and three morphisms f , g and h and (on the right) the free category generated by this quiver.
Proceeding with our construction, we define L Q with object set vL Q = E/L and morphisms as follows:
Then clearly L Q forms a quiver. Observe that given an arbitrary morphism r = r(e, u, f ) in L Q , the morphism r belongs to the category P L if u = e, the morphism r belongs to Q L if u ∈ E(L f ) ∩ ω(e) and the morphism r belongs to the category
Now let r 1 = r(e, u, f ) and r 2 = r(g, v, h) denote any two morphisms in the quiver L Q from ← − e to ← − f and ← − g to ← − h respectively. Then the morphisms r 1 and r 2 of L Q are said to be composable if f L g. Also, we define a composition using the semigroup composition as follows:
r(e, u, f ) r(g, v, h) = r(e, uv, h).
Let L Q be the free category generated by the quiver L Q under the above composition. Observe that u ∈ eSf and v ∈ f Sg for any morphism in L Q and so we can see that uv = x ∈ eSg for any morphism r(e, x, g) in L Q . Conversely, given any element x ∈ eSf , we can see that (10) r(e, x, f ) = r(e, g, g)r(g, x, h)r(h, h, f )
where h ∈ E(L x ) and g ∈ E(R x ) ∩ ω(e) = ∅ (since S is regular). Then r(e, g, g) ∈ Q L , r(g, x, h) ∈ G L and r(h, h, g) ∈ P L ; hence r(e, x, f ) ∈ L Q . Further given any two morphisms (by abuse of notation) r(e, u, f ) and r(g, v, h) in L Q , we define a relation ∼ between the morphisms as
Proof. Clearly ∼ is reflexive. Suppose r(e, u, f ) ∼ r(g, v, h), then eL g, f L h and u = ev. Since,
So r(e, u, f ) ∼ r(k, w, l) and ∼ is transitive. Hence ∼ is an equivalence relation. Now we are in a position to define the first normal category L G of the required cross-connection as the quotient of the category L Q over ∼. Recall that the set of of objects vL G is the partially ordered set E/L . A morphism in the category L G is defined as the ∼-class of r(e, u, f ) in L Q . In the sequel, again by abuse of notation, we shall denote the ∼-class of r(e, u, f ) as a morphism in L G by r(e, u, f ) itself.
We have already seen that any element of eSf gives rise to a morphism. Also observe that if r(e, u, f ) = r(e, v, f ) in L G , for u, v ∈ eSf , then since u = ev = v, the correspondence is one-one. Hence we have a bijection between the morphisms between ← − e and ← − f in L G with the set eSf . Now we proceed to show that L G forms a category under the same composition as in L Q :
r(e, u, f ) r(f, v, g) = r(e, uv, g).
Proof. We need to verify associativity and identity. Associativity follows from the associativity of the semigroup multipication. Given a morphism r(e, u, f ) in L G , r(e, u, f )r(f, f, f ) = r(e, u, f ) and r(e, e, e)r(e, u, f ) = r(e, u, f ).
So, ρ(e, e, e) is the identity morphism at ← − e . Hence L G is a category.
Observe that the category P L is a subcategory of L G . We can also realise Q L and G L (in fact, the ∼-images of these categories) as subcategories of L G .
Proof. Clearly, L G is a small category and P L is a strict preorder subcategory of L G such that vL G = vP L . Let r(e, e, f ) be a morphism in P L . Then if r(g, u, e)r(e, e, f ) = r(h, v, e)r(e, e, f ), then r(g, ue, f ) = r(h, ve, f ). So gL h, eL e and u = ue = gve = (gv)e = ue.
Hence r(g, u, e) = r(h, v, e), and so r(e, e, f ) ∈ P L is a monomorphism. Now if r(e, e, f ) = r(g, u, h)r(h, h, k) for r(e, e, f ), r(h, h, k) ∈ P L and r(g, u, h) ∈ L G , then since r(g, u, h)r(h, h, k) = r(g, uh, k), we have r(e, e, f ) = r(g, uh, k). So, eL g and f L k. Since u = uh = ge = g, we have r(g, u, h) = r(g, g, h), i.e., r(g, u, h) ∈ P L . Hence (L G , P L ) is a category with subobjects.
So, a morphism r(e, e, f ) = j L (e, f ) ∈ P L is an inclusion in L G . Given an inclusion j L (e, f ), we can see that r(e, e, f )r(f, f e, e) = r(e, ef e, e) = r(e, e, e).
Hence, we have the following lemma.
Also observe that a right inverse r(f, f e, e) of an inclusion is a morphism in Q L . We can show that, in fact, every morphism in Q L is a right inverse of an inclusion.
r(e, x, f )r(f, x ′ , e) = r(e, xx ′ , e) = r(e, e, e) and r(f, x ′ , e)r(e, x, f ) = r(f, x ′ x, f ) = r(f, f, f ).
So a morphism in G L is an isomorphism in the category L G . Hence, given any morphism r = r(e, x, f ) in L G , by (10) , it has a normal factorization. Then the morphism r • = r(e, gx, h) is the epimorphic component of the morphism r. Now, we proceed to discuss the normal cones in the category L G . First compare Definition 2.3 and Definition 2.4 to see that a normal cone is the exact categorical generalisation of a normal mapping. We shall now construct some important normal cones in L G which arise from the inductive structure of S.
Let (x, x ′ ) be a morphism from e to f in G(S). Observe that f = x ′ x ∈ E(L x ). Consider an arbitrary idempotent g ∈ E. Then since S is regular, the sandwich set S(g, e) is not empty. Let h ∈ S(g, e) so that hω r e. Then heωe and we have the restriction of (x, x ′ ) to he, i.e., he⇃(x, x ′ ) = (hex, x ′ he) which arises from the structure mapping φ e h . Similarly, we have a structure mapping ψ g h which give rise to a retraction r(g, gh, h) from ← − g to ← − h = ← − gh. Then the morphism r(h, he, he) is an isomorphism from ← − h to ← − he which arises from the evaluation of the E-chain (h, he) ∈ G(E). The morphism r(he, hex, k) which is also an isomorphism from ← − he to ← − k , where k = x ′ hex, arises from the restriction (hex, x ′ he) of the morphism (x, x ′ ) to he. Observe that we are only using the 'left part' of the morphism (hex, x ′ he). Also since kωf , we have an
This can be illustrated using Figure 7 . Figure 7 . Normal cone arising from a morphism in the inductive groupoid
In Figure 7 , the dashed arrow represents the morphism (x, x ′ ) ∈ G(S). The solid arrows give rise to the relevant morphisms in L G arising from the inductive structure of S.
Composing these morphisms, we get a morphism from
r(g, gh, h)r(h, he, he)r(he, hex, k)r(k, k, f ) = r(g, ghehexk, f )
Observe that the morphism is independent of the choice of the sandwich element. Similarly we can build morphisms from every ← − g ∈ vL G , and so we define a map
Clearly Ncone2) is also satisfied. Since ex = x, we see that r
x ( ← − e ) = r(e, ex, f ) = r(e, x, f ) which is nothing but the isomorphism in L G arising from the morphism (x, x ′ ) ∈ G(S). Hence we have an isomorphism component for r x and (Ncone3) is also satisfied.
Thus r x is a normal cone in L G with apex ← − f . This normal cone shall be called, by abuse of terminology, as the principal cone induced by the element x ∈ S in the category L G . (Also see Section 2.7.1.) Observe how the sandwich set S(g, e) is 'partially' encoded into the normal cone r x through the retraction r(g, gh, h) and the isomorphism r(h, hex, k). Also observe that these morphisms arose via the structure mappings ψ g h and φ e h . As a result of these inbuilt sandwich elements in the normal cones, unlike morphisms in inductive groupoids, actually it is relatively straightforward to compose principal cones. Given two principal cones r a and r b with apices ← − e and ← − f respectively, we get a new principal cone r a ⋆ r b as follows:
Here (r b ( ← − e ))
• represents the epimorphic component of the morphism r
Hence if e ∈ E is an idempotent, r e is an idempotent normal cone. Now, we are in a position to prove the normality of the category L G .
If l(e, u, f ) and l(f, v, g) denote any two morphisms in R Q from − → e to − → f and − → f to − → g respectively, then we define a composition as follows:
l(e, u, f ) l(f, v, g) = r(e, vu, g).
We define R Q as the free category generated by the quiver R Q under the above composition. Observe that for any morphism l(e, x, f ) in R Q , x ∈ f Se and conversely, given any element x ∈ f Se, we can see that (12) l(e, x, f ) = l(e, g, g)l(g, x, h)l(h, h, f )
where h ∈ E(R x ) and g ∈ E(L x ) ∩ ω(e). Then l(e, g, g) ∈ Q R , l(g, x, h) ∈ G R and l(h, h, g) ∈ P R ; hence l(e, x, f ) ∈ R Q . Further we can define an equivalence relation ∼ for any two morphisms (by abuse of notation) l(e, u, f ) and l(g, v, h) in R Q as
Now we define the ∼-class of a morphism l(e, u, f ) in R Q as a morphism in the category R G . We shall denote a morphism in R G by l(e, u, f ) itself. Then R G forms a category with vR G = E/R. This leads to the following dual theorem:
Having constructed two normal categories L G and R G , now we need to define a cross-connection Γ G between these categories, and then establish the equivalence. For convenience, we take an alternate route. We first show that the categories L G and R G are normal category isomorphic to the categories L S and R S of the semigroup S, respectively. Then we shall use Nambooripad's construction of Γ S in [55] using L S and R S of the semigroup S, to build our cross-connection Γ G . This is justified since the construction is lengthy and the exact imitation of the construction suffices, once we establish normal category isomorphisms.
So, define a functor L : L G → L S as follows: (13) vL( ← − e ) = Se and L(r(e, u, f )) = ρ(e, u, f ).
Proposition 4.8. L is a normal category isomorphism.
Proof. First, observe ← − e = ← − f if and only if eL f if and only if Se = Sf . Hence vL is well-defined.
Since r(e, u, f ) = r(g, v, h) if and only if eL g, f L h, u ∈ eSf , v ∈ gSh and u = ev, if and only if ρ(e, u, f ) = ρ(g, v, h) (by Section 2.7.1); L is well-defined.
Also since L(r(e, e, e)) = ρ(e, e, e), λ is functor.
Given an inclusion r(e, e, f ) ∈ L G from ← − e to ← − f , then L(r(e, e, f )) = ρ(e, e, f ) is an inclusion in L S from Se to Sf . So L is inclusion preserving.
The functor L is clearly full and v-full. Retracing the steps in the proof of welldefinedness of L shows that L is an order isomorphism, v-injective and faithful. Hence L G and L S are isomorphic as normal categories.
Dually, R G is isomorphic to R S via the functor R : R G → R S defined as follows: (14) vR( − → e ) = eS and R(l(e, u, f )) = λ(e, u, f ). Now, we proceed to construct the required cross-connection Γ G . Define a functor
where r e ( ← − g ) = r(g, ge, e) ∈ L G and η r e is the natural isomorphism between the H-functor H(r e ; −) and the hom-functor
: L G → Set is the hom-functor determined by the object ← − e ∈ vL G . The natural transformation Γ G (l(e, u, f )) may be described by the following commutative diagram:
Now, we proceed to show that Γ G is a local isomorphism. But for that end, we shall need the following theorem which relates the normal category R T C of principal right ideals of the regular semigroup T C, with the normal dual N * C of a normal category C. Proof. We shall prove this proposition by appealing to the proof of [55, Proposition IV.1] and [55, Theorem IV.2] which shows that Γ S is a local isomorphism. First, since L G is a normal category, by Theorem 4.9 the normal category R T LG arising from the principal right ideals of T L G is isomorphic to the normal dual N * L G , say, via the functorḠ. So, all we have to show in order to prove the proposition is that there is a local isomorphism from R G to R T LG . Define a functor F : R G → R T LG as follows:
Imitating the proof of [55, Proposition IV.1], we can show thatF (denoted by F S ρ in [55] ) is a local isomorphism. HenceFḠ : [55] ), the functor Γ G is a local isomorphism. Proof. By the above proposition, Γ G is a local isomorphism. Also, since ← − e ∈ M r e , for every ← − e ∈ vL G , we have − → e ∈ vR G such that ← − e ∈ M Γ G ( − → e ) = M r e . Hence Γ G is a cross-connection.
Dually, we can show that (L G , R G ; ∆ G ) defined by the functor ∆ G : L G → N * R G as follows is a cross-connection. (16) v∆ G ( ← − e ) = H(l e ; −) and ∆ G (r(e, u, f )) = η l e R G (l(f, u, e), −)η −1 l f . As in the case of Γ S in [55] , Γ G gives rise to the cross-connection semigroup
so that the set of idempotents E ΓG of the semigroup SΓ G is given by the set
e ∈ E(S)}.
Here the element ( ← − e , − → e ) denotes the pair of normal cones (γ( ← − e , − → e ), δ( ← − e , − → e )) = (r e , l e ) ∈ SΓ G . Further if we define the partial orders ω l and ω r as follows:
then E ΓG forms a regular biordered set and it is biorder isomorphic to the biordered set E of the inductive groupoid G(S) (also see [51] ). Also, we can verify that if ( ← − e , − → e ), ( ← − f , − → f ) ∈ E ΓG , then the transpose of r(e, u, f ) ∈ L G ( ← − e , ← − f ) is the morphism l(f, u, e) ∈ R G ( − → f , − → e ). Now, we need to show that the cross-connection (R G , L G , Γ G ) of the inductive groupoid G(S) is cross-connection isomorphic to cross-connection (R S , L S , Γ S ) of the semigroup S. Proof. We already have seen that there are normal category isomorphisms between the corresponding categories via the functors L and R defined by (13) and (14) respectively. So all we need to verify is m = (L, R) is a cross-connection morphism as in Definition 2.7.
First, if ( ← − e , − → e ) ∈ E ΓG , then (L( ← − e ), R( − → e )) = (Se, eS) ∈ E ΓS . Also for any ← − g ∈ vL G , L(r e ( ← − g )) = L(r(e, eg, g)) = ρ(e, eg, g)
= ρ e (Sg) = γ(Se, eS)(Sg) = γ(L( ← − e ), R( − → e ))(L( ← − g )).
Hence (M1) is satisfied. Also if ( ← − e , − → e ), ( ← − f , − → f ) ∈ E ΓG , then the transpose r(e, u, f ) * of r(e, u, f ) ∈ L G ( ← − e , ← − f ) is the morphism l(f, u, e) ∈ R G ( − → f , − → e ). Then, R(l(f, u, e)) = λ(f, u, e) = ρ(e, u, f ) * = (L(r(e, u, f ))) * .
So (M2) is also satisfied and hence (R G , L G , Γ G ) is cross-connection isomorphic to (R S , L S , Γ S ).
Summary and future directions
As mentioned earlier, in a follow up article [8] , we shall 'lift' the equivalence established in this article to abstract inductive groupoids and cross-connections, thus establishing the equivalence of these constructions completely independent of semigroups. This in turn suggests that any discussion on inductive groupoids is equivalent to one on cross-connection theory, and vice versa.
Comparing these constructions, a regular biordered set may be seen equivalent to a pair of cross-connected regular partially ordered sets, as shown earlier by Nambooripad [51] ; thus in principle, showing the skeletons of these constructions are same. Inductive groupoids are obtained from a biordered set by adjoining the groupoid along with restrictions/corestrictions; whereas a normal category is obtained from cross-connected partially ordered sets by adjoining right (left) translations. Observe that the role of structure mappings in the initial construction of Nambooripad [43, 48, 50] , which was replaced by restrictions/corestrictions in [52] , was filled in by retractions/inclusions in the case of normal categories.
A diligent reader may have noticed that the isomorphisms in normal categories are obtained from the morphisms of the groupoids. Roughly speaking, a normal category is built by 'pasting' morphisms of the groupoid into each of the partially ordered sets. The retractions and inclusions in the normal category come from the regular partially ordered sets.
Observe that although normal categories may be seen as one-sided versions of inductive groupoids, it was relatively difficult to construct cross-connections from inductive groupoids; rather than the other way round. In some sense, the inductive groupoid sits inside the cross-connection structure as a cross-connected pair of ordered groupoids. But such a direct reverse identification does not seem evident, at least so far. This in turn suggests that the cross-connection representation encodes much more information regarding the semigroup compared to inductive groupoid.
As mentioned in Section 4, Nambooripad's semigroup T C of all normal cones in a normal category C is an interesting object, in itself. The authors believe that it is some kind of a universal object in the category of regular semigroups 'generated' by a normal category, much like the idempotent generated semigroup in [52] , and must be further explored.
This may be particularly relevant in the discussion regarding the maximal subgroups of the free idempotent generated semigroups. This problem has its origins in [14, 52, 58] and it has regained recent interest following the unexpected result in [9] that subgroups of free idempotent generated semigroups need not be free. This has led to various new approaches and results in this area. See [12, 13, 15, 22, 23] for instance. We believe that due to the close proximity and similarity of cross-connection theory with the biordered sets, it may be worth exploring the cross-connection structure of free (regular) idempotent generated semigroups; and its implications to the above problems. We also believe this may have a counter effect on the theory of cross-connections, especially in the context of generalisation of the theory to arbitrary semigroups [56, 57] .
Yet another species of regular semigroups whose cross-connection structure appears to be of interest consists of so-called bifree and trifree semigroups in e-varieties. Recall that a class of regular semigroups is said to be an e-variety if it is closed under taking direct products, regular subsemigroups and homomorphic images; this notion was introduced by Hall [29] and, independently, by Kad'ourek and Szendrei [34] for orthodox semigroups. The concept of an e-variety has proved to be very productive; in particular, it has allowed one to introduce rather natural versions of free objects for several important classes of regular semigroups that are known to admit no free objects in the standard sense. Concrete examples include, say, the bifree locally inverse semigroup (see [2, 3] ) and the bifree E-solid semigroup (see [66] ); their cross-connection structure is certainly worth exploring.
Above all these, one place the cross-connection theory naturally finds at home should be the 'ESN world'. This has been a flourishing area of research, where various non-regular generalisations of inverse semigroups like concordant semigroups, abundant semigroups, Ehresmann semigroups, ample semigroups, restriction semigroups, weakly U -regular semigroups etc have been described using generalisations of inductive groupoids like inductive cancellative categories, Ehresmann categories, inductive categories, inductive constellations, weakly regular categories etc [1, 18-21, 32, 33, 36-38, 67, 68] . It must be mentioned here that the cross-connection construction has already been extended to concordant semigroups [6, 62, 63] . Hence, it may be very natural to expect the other aforementioned semigroups also to have a rich cross-connection structure.
On a personal note, all this justifies Nambooripad's unwavering confidence in his cross-connection theory, in spite of almost two decades of literal dormancy in the area!
